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Abstract. Current gravitational tectonics models illustrating the structural style of passive margin 10 

salt basins typically have domains of upslope extension and corresponding downslope contraction, 

separated by a domain of rather undeformed mid-slope translation. However, such a translational 

domain is rarely observed in natural systems where extensional and contractional structures may 

interfere in the mid-slope area. In this study, we use sandbox analogue modelling analyzed by 4D 

digital image correlation (DIC) to investigate how the pre-kinematic layer thickness, differential 15 

sediment loading and sedimentation rate control the structural evolution of translational domains. 

As in nature, experimental deformation is driven by slowly increasing gravitational forces 

associated with continuous basal tilting. The results show that a translational domain persists 

throughout the basin evolution when the pre-kinematic layer is evenly distributed, although a thin 

(1 mm in the experiment, 100 m in nature) pre-kinematic layer can render the translational domain 20 

relatively narrow when comparing to settings with a thicker (5 mm) pre-kinematic layer. In 

contrast, early differential sedimentary loading in the mid-slope area creates minibasins intervened 

by salt diapirs overprinting the translational domain. Similarly, very low sedimentation rate (1 mm 

per day in the experiment, equates to < 17 m/Ma in nature) in the early stage of the experiment 

results in an immature translational domain quickly overprinted by downslope migration of the 25 

extensional domain and upslope migration of the contractional domain. Our study suggests that 

the architecture of passive margin salt basins is closely linked to the sedimentary cover thickness 

and sedimentation pattern and rate. The translational domain, as an unformed region in the supra-

salt cover, is likely a transient feature in nature and destructed in passive margins with either low 

sedimentation rate or a heterogeneous sedimentation pattern.  30 
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1. Introduction  

In passive margin basins containing syn- and post-rift salt deposits, salt tectonics generally have 

significant influences on structural style and stratigraphic architecture (Rowan, 2014). As the 

margin tilts due to thermal subsidence or seaward progradation of sedimentary wedges, passive 

margin salt basins often experience deformations related to gravitational failure (Brun and Fort, 5 

2011; Rowan et al., 2004). Such gravitational failure is generally characterized by a kinematically 

linked system of upslope extension and downslope contraction enclosing a more or less 

undeformed translational domain, using the salt beneath as a detachment layer (Fig. 1a) (Brun and 

Fort, 2011; Cramez and Jackson, 2000; Dooley et al., 2017; Fort et al., 2004; Rowan et al., 2004).  

While the translational domain has received little attention so far, the extensional and contractional 10 

domains have been studied extensively. For example, numerous studies have focused on structural 

style and kinematic evolution of rotated fault blocks (Mauduit et al., 1997), rollovers (Krézsek et 

al., 2007; Mauduit and Brun, 1998) and extensional diapirs (Koyi, 1998; Vendeville and Jackson, 

1992a, b) in the extensional domain, and folds and thrusts (Duffy et al., 2018; Fort et al., 2004; 

Rowan et al., 2004), salt nappes and canopies (Hudec and Jackson, 2009; Hudec and Jackson, 15 

2004; Masrouhi et al., 2013; Rowan et al., 2004) in the contractional domain.  Conceptual models 

of salt-bearing passive margins commonly reduce the translation domain to a rather passive region 

of the cover strata, which widely remains undeformed during basin wide gravitational gliding and 

spreading (Fig. 1a) (e.g. Adam et al., 2012a; Fort et al., 2004). However, sub-surface data lacks 

evidence of such a clear undeformed translational domain in most passive margin salt basins, such 20 

as those in the West Africa and Brazilian margins (Fig. 1b and c). To our best knowledge, only one 

study so far has interpreted a typical translational domain based on 2D regional seismic analysis 

(Gradmann et al., 2005). However, such interpretation has been challenged by more recent, high 

quality 2D and 3D seismic analysis, suggesting widespread faulting in the translational domain 

(Gvirtzman et al., 2015). Instead, most passive margin salt basins have typical structures of 25 

minibasins and salt diapirs in the mid-slope area (Fig. 1b and c). 

The concept of a translational domain is rather loosely defined because it has both structural and 

kinematic meanings. When used as a term describing the basin-wide structural partitioning, the 

translational domain usually indicates an area located between the upslope extensional and 

downslope contractional structures (e.g. Fig. 1a). For example, when describing the structural 30 

character of the Lower Congo Basin, Rowan (2014) used the term of translational domain to 

indicate the mid-slope area of salt minibasins and diapirs. Yet many diapirs and minibasins in the 

mid-slope have an extensional or contractional origin, due to the down- and up-slope migration of 
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extensional and contractional domains, respectively (Brun and Fort, 2011; Fort et al., 2004). When 

one refers to the kinematic behaviour of the salt basin, the translational domain means a zone 

within the salt basin that is transferring the deformation without internal deformation (e.g. Adam 

et al., 2012a). In this sense, the translational domain may not be part of the final basin architecture, 

but only present during the basin evolution. To avoid any confusion, we refer the translational 5 

domain here satisfying two criteria, i.e. being a largely undeforming (at least transiently) area and 

connects upslope extension and downslope contraction. 

In this study, we aim to investigate the structural evolution of the passive margin’s mid-slope area 

and the origin of a translation domain in a salt basin setting. Using analogue sandbox modelling 

combined with quantitative surface deformation monitoring by means of 4D (3D plus time) DIC 10 

(digital image correlation), we demonstrate how the translation domain originates and evolves and 

ascertain possible mechanisms on how it can be destroyed during ongoing gravity gliding. 

Specifically, we focus on the influences of pre-kinematic layer thickness, differential sedimentary 

loading and sedimentation rate on the structural evolution of the translation domain. Furthermore, 

we investigated the overall evolution of different kinematic domains to understand the complexity 15 

of kinematic domains and how they develop through time and space.  

2. Analogue modelling methods 

Analogue experiments of gravitationally driven salt tectonic processes using granular rock 

analogue materials, such as sand to model the supra-salt cover sediment and silicone oil to model 

salt layers, have been traditionally explored to get insight into thin-skinned salt tectonics (Ge et 20 

al., 1997; Mauduit and Brun, 1998; Mauduit et al., 1997; Rowan and Vendeville, 2006; Vendeville 

and Jackson, 1992b), as well as basin-scale geometry and evolution (Adam and Krezsek, 2012; 

Fort et al., 2004). In the last decade, the advent of quantitative and high resolution 4D  DIC (digital 

image correlation) techniques, which records time series of incremental experimental surface 

deformation in 2D and 3D, allows the analysis and reconstruction of the kinematic evolution of 25 

basin-wide structures in high detail and accuracy (Adam et al., 2012a; Adam and Krezsek, 2012). 

2.1 Rock analogue materials 

In this study, we use granular materials to simulate the brittle sediment layer cover and PDMS 

(polydimethylsiloxane) silicone oil to represent the viscous salt underneath. The density contrast 

between commonly used pure quartz sand and silicone in analogue modelling is generally too high 30 

when comparing to natural prototypes (Allen and Beaumont, 2012). In unison with other studies 
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(Adam et al., 2012a; Dooley et al., 2007), we hereby use a mixture of quartz sand (G12, grain size: 

<400 µm) and foam glass spheres (company: LIAVER, grain size: 250-500 µm) to adjust the 

density ratio between the cover layer and silicone. The weight ratio for a mixture of sand and foam 

glass sphere is 3:1 and the resulted mixture density is 1.13 g/cm3 after sieving. The resulting 

density ratio between the granular mixture and silicone is 1.16, which is representative for a 5 

density ratio between cover sediments and underlying salt (Adam et al., 2012a; Allen and 

Beaumont, 2012; Warsitzka et al., 2015). 

The frictional properties of the granular mix are similar to pure sands used in analogue modelling 

(e.g. Klinkmüller et al., 2016). Static and sliding friction coefficients of the granular mixture are 

about 0.7 and 0.55 respectively, and cohesion is  in the order of few tens of Pa as determined using 10 

a ring shear tester (Schulze RST-01.pc, Schulze reference, for more details see Warsitzka et al. 

(2018)). The silicone used in the experiments (Bayer Korasilon G30M) has a density of 0.97 g/cm3 

at temperature of 25°C with a Newtonian viscosity of about 2×104 Pa s at shear rates below 10-1s-

1 (Rudolf et al., 2016) as realized in the experiments reported here.  

2.2 Model scaling 15 

Adequate scaling of the analogue model from the natural prototype allows a direct comparison 

between the model and the natural prototype in terms of geometry, kinematic evolution as well as 

the deformation driving and resisting forces (Costa and Vendeville, 2002; Hubbert, 1937; Ramberg, 

1981). Based on dimensionless numbers representing ratios of forces, scaling factors for the basic 

dimensions of length, mass and time are derived. Here we use the ratio of lithostatic pressure vs. 20 

cohesion and the Ramberg number relating gravitation and viscous strength to derive scaling 

factors (e.g. Adam and Krezsek, 2012; Gemmer et al., 2005). Among all the scaling factors, the 

geometric (l*) and time (t*sm) scaling factors are particularly important to understand the model 

design and interpretation. In this study, the geometric scaling, as constrained by cohesion and 

densities of the rock analogue versus rocks is l* = 10-5 (1 cm in model is 1 km in nature). The 25 

time scaling, dictated by the viscosity of salt versus PDMS, is then t*sm = 4.255 × 10-10 (4 hours 

in the model is approximately 1 Ma in nature). See Appendix Table A1 for scaling relations. 

2.3 Experimental setup and model design 

As this study aims to understand kinematic domain partition and evolution in passive margin salt 

basin, the overall setup of the apparatus shares the characteristics of earlier studies (Fig. 2) (Adam 30 

et al., 2012a; Fort et al., 2004). A flat rigid base of 1 m wide and 1.8 m long is covered by a basal 

sand layer with a double-wedge shape akin to passive margin basins (Brun and Fort, 2011, 2012). 
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The two wedges are 65 cm and 25 cm in length and 90 cm wide (Fig. 2a). The asymmetric basin 

formed by the wedges is subdivided by a 4 cm wide sand ridge along its symmetry axis separating 

two 35 cm wide and 90 cm long asymmetric basins filled with silicone (Basin a and Basin b) (Fig. 

2a). The silicone thickness is 2 cm at the basin’s deepest location and pinches out towards the 

basins margins (Fig. 2a). The tilting of the entire base towards the steeper basin side as downslope 5 

is driven by a computer-controlled stepper motor at a continuous rate of 1° per day. 

Each of the experiments takes about ten days from preparation to slicing. The silicone is filled in 

the silicone basin at least 3 days to settle. Once the silicone is free from air bubbles and has a flat 

surface, a pre-kinematic layer of the quartz sand – foam glass beads mixture is sieved onto the 

silicone surface. Then, tilting is started at the rate of 1 ° per day until reaching a final tilting position 10 

of 3.5 ° after 84 hours. Subsequently, the experiment continues for another 36 hours under static 

conditions. The total running time is consequently 5 days or 120 hours, which equals to 

approximate 30 Ma in the natural prototype (Appendix Table A2). During the experiment, the 

granular material is added by sieving within about twenty minutes onto the model surface every 

12 hours to simulate syn-kinematic sedimentation (Appendix Table A2). After the experiment, the 15 

model surface is covered with sand before being gelled, sliced and photographed. 

Overall three experiments were carried out for the purpose of this study and sedimentation patterns 

were varied for the two sub-silicone basins throughout the three experiments: 

1. Experiment 1 (basins 1a and 1b) aims to investigate the impact of pre-kinematic layer 

thickness on the development of the translational domain. In Basin 1a, the pre-kinematic 20 

layer was 1 mm thick and further sedimentation was added every 12 hours with an overall 

wedge shape and 1 mm average thickness (Fig. 3). Basin 1b had the same syn-kinematic 

sedimentation rate as the Basin 1a, but with a pre-kinematic layer of 5 mm (Fig. 3). 

2. Experiment 2 (basins 2a and 2b) tests how differential loading and minimum sedimentation 

influence the translational domain. The syn-kinematic sedimentation was the same as in 25 

experiment 1 (Fig. 3). However, the pre-kinematic layer in Basin 2a was 1 mm thick in 

average, but with a differential sedimentation pattern of 8 minibasins created by sieving. 

The minibasins were 3–4 cm wide with 6–7 cm gaps in between. Minibasin spacing and 

dimensions are constrained by generalization of natural observations (Cramez and Jackson, 

2000; Hudec and Jackson, 2004; Marton et al., 2000). The differential sieving continued 30 

for 36 hours before sieving of sedimentary wedges started again (Fig. 3). Basin 2b, in 

contrast, had an even thickness of 1 mm for the pre-kinematic layer (Fig. 3). Further 
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sedimentation was only added to cover the exposed, reflective silicone to allow the 

monitoring system to work properly (Appendix Table A2). Thus, sieving rate on average 

in this silicone basin was very low. 

3. Experiment 3 investigates the translational domain development under a thin pre-kinematic 

layer and low sedimentation rate. Both Basin 3a and 3b had pre-kinematic layers of 0.5 5 

mm thickness and sedimentation rates of 0.5 mm per 12 hours (Fig. 3). However, 

differential loading was created in Basin 3a by three minibasins in the upslope area with 

similar geometry to those in Basin 2a (Fig. 3). The syn-kinematic differential sedimentation 

also continued for three sieving periods before wedge shaped syn-kinematic sedimentation 

was applied (Appendix Table A2). 10 

2.4 Experimental monitoring 

We apply state-of-the art strain monitoring methods based on digital image correlation (DIC) to 

derive quantitative observational data from the experiments. The evolving model surface is 

monitored by a stereoscopic pair of two digital 12-bit monochrome CCD cameras with 29 mega 

pixels (LaVision Imager X-Lite 29M) at a time interval of 100 s (0.01 Hz frequency). We attach 15 

the cameras and an LED system to a frame moving with the base. Thereby only deformation with 

respect to the base is recorded, i.e.  gravity gliding without interfering with the tilting motion. The 

recorded stereoscopic images are processed with digital image correlation (DIC) techniques which 

allows deriving the surface topography and full 3 dimensional incremental surface velocity field 

with high accuracy (≤ 0.1 px) (Adam et al., 2005). We use Davis Strainmaster 8 by LaVision 20 

software applying least square methods (LSM) algorithms.  

The DIC analysis yields quantitative deformation information of the experiment surfaces, such as 

incremental and cumulative horizontal (Vx) and vertical displacements (Vz), i.e. subsidence and 

uplift. From the surface velocities the incremental longitudinal strain (εxx) along the symmetry axis 

of the models (downslope) are derived (strain profile data). DIC analysis allows us to 25 

quantitatively constrain and analyze the structural and kinematic evolution of the model at high 

spatial (resulting vector spacing about 1-2 mm, at a vector accuracy of few tens of microns) and 

sufficient temporal resolution (100 seconds). Digital image correlation data generated in this study 

is published open access in Ge et al. (2019). 

3. Experimental observations and modelling results 30 
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To describe the model structural evolution both qualitatively and quantitatively, we visualize DIC-

derived data as maps of surface incremental displacement and strain, as well as space-time plots 

of strain profile data (i.e. strain evolution plots) in combination with cross sections of the finite 

models to demonstrate the temporal and spatial evolution of kinematic domains and individual 

structures. Representative surface displacements and longitudinal strains from three 5 

intervals—25–36 hours, 61–72 hours and 109–120 hours—represent the surface geometry and 

evolution from early, mid and later stages of the experiments (e.g. Fig. 4). The strain evolution 

plots visualize the surface strain evolution in the centre of each silicone basin through time (e.g. 

Fig. 5a). The strain evolution plots are tied to the cross sections showing the exact location of the 

structures and their spatial and temporal evolution as seen at the model surface (e.g. Fig. 5a).  10 

3.1 Experiment 1 

In experiment 1, after the first period of syn-kinematic sieving both silicone basins 1a and 1b are 

dominated by gravity gliding with upslope extension and downslope contraction (Fig. 4). However, 

in the early stage of Basin 1a, where the pre-kinematic layer is 1 mm thick, an c. 10 cm wide belt 

with extensional grabens and diapirs occurs at the uppermost edge of the slope. Downdip, two 15 

significant thrusts and folds develop with an interval of c. 10 cm near the lowermost edge of the 

silicone basin (εxx in Fig. 4a). In contrast, in Basin 1b, the cover layer remains largely undeformed 

in the early stage as only a single extensional graben develops at the upslope tip and no visually 

resolvable contractional structures occur in the downslope (εxx in Fig. 4a). 

In Basin 1b, major deformation starts in the mid stage when a thrust belt Tb1 occurs c. 10 cm away 20 

from the silicone basin tip in the downslope (εxx in Fig. 5b). In the late stage, a frontal thrust Tb2 

occurs at the tip of the silicone basin (εxx in Fig. 5b). However, as the front thrust Tb2 is initiated, 

the early thrust Tb1 gradually becomes inactive (Fig. 5b). At the same time in Basin 1a, the thrust 

belt shifts towards the basin tip of the downslope as well as the upslope and both thrust belts keep 

active into the late stage (εxx in Fig. 5a). Consequently, the contractional domain in Basin 1a is 25 

larger than that in Basin 1b at the end of the experiment (Fig. 5a and b). As both extensional 

domains of basins 1a and 1b are 20 cm long along dip direction, the resultant translational domain 

is smaller in Basin 1a (c. 40 cm) compared to that (50 cm) of Basin 1b (Fig. 5a and b). In short, 

both basins 1a and 1b show a clear domain partitioning from extension through translation to 

contraction, as described in the classic conceptual model (Fig. 1a).  30 

3.2 Experiment 2 

In experiment 2, the two silicone basins 2a and 2b show considerable differences in structural style 
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and evolution due to different sedimentation patterns. In Basin 2a, differential loading of the pre-

kinematic layer and early syn-kinematic sieving results in a basin-wide imprint of minibasins 

downbuilding, as shown by the subsidence pattern during the early stage where strings of thicker 

pre-kinematic layer subside stronger than intervened regions forming minibasins (Vz in Fig. 6a). 

However, minibasin downbuilding only dominates the deformation for a very short period of about 5 

1 to 2 hours during which the minibasins extend and areas in between are affected by diapirism 

and contraction (Fig. 7a). Shortly afterwards, gravity gliding takes over as extension dominated 

upslope and contraction dominated the downslope (Fig. 7a). During the transition, the minibasin 

area (apart from Minibasin 1) becomes a shadow zone of deformation and transfer strain passively 

while the diapirs start to accommodate deformation (Fig. 7c). 10 

In the mid and late stages, Basin 2a develops similar surface pattern to the basins in the experiment 

1 with clear domains of extension, translation and contraction (Fig. 7a). In contrast, Basin 2b has 

a different structural style and basin evolution comparing to Basin 2a. Since Basin 2b has the same 

pre-kinematic layer thickness as in Basin 1b, the evolution of kinematic domain partitioning from 

early to mid stage are similar in both experiments. However, in Basin 2b, as there is no 15 

syn-kinematic sedimentation in the early stage and only minimum sedimentation afterwards 

(Appendix Table A2), extensional structures are initiated in a wider area of c. 30 cm along dip and 

grow even larger to more than 40 cm in late stage (Figs 6a and 7b). Contractional structures occur 

in an area of c. 20 cm along dip near the tip of the downslope of the Basin 2b (Fig. 7b). The 

contractional belt converges into an area of approximately 10 cm wide before the contraction 20 

migrates upslope in the later stage (Figs 6c and 7b). Due to the thin cover layer in the mid-slope 

(~ 1 mm), the migration of the contractional domain upslope causes short-wavelength folding in 

the translational domain (Fig. 7b). At the end of the experiment, the contractional domain overlaps 

with previous extensional domain, causing squeezing of extensional diapirs and deformation of 

the cover layer in the former translational domain (Fig. 7b). 25 

3.3 Experiment 3 

In experiment 3, both silicone basins 3a and 3b have a pre-kinematic layer of 0.5 mm and a 

syn-kinematic sedimentation rate of 0.5 mm/12 hours. As a result, the structural evolution of both 

basins share many similarities (Fig. 8). The only difference is that three minibasins are created in 

the upslope of the pre-kinematic layer in Basin 3a while the pre-kinematic layer has even thickness 30 

in Basin 3b. Sieving of these minibasins continues for three periods (Appendix Table A2). 

In Basin 3a, differential loading dominates the upslope deformation briefly in the first 1–2 hours 
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of the experiment (Fig.10a), similar to what is observed in Basin 2a (Fig. 7c). However, since the 

minibasins are located only in the upslope area of Basin 3a and the sieving rate is half compared 

to Basin 2a, the imprint of minibasin downbuilding on the structural evolution is less significant 

comparing to Basin 2a. For example, the diapir preserved between the minibasins 2 and 3 in the 

cross section has limited height and is much smaller than similar diapirs in Basin 2a (Fig. 9a). 5 

Importantly, the differential loading in Basin 3a also influences the development of extensional 

structures. For example, the extensional grabens develop earlier in Basin 3a than those in Basin 

3b (Fig. 9a and b). Similarly, the upslope migration of the contractional domain also starts early in 

Basin 3a, as many small wavelength folds occur in the former translational domain at 60 hours 

and afterward (Figs 8b and 9a). In contrast, the upslope migration of contraction occurs after 84 10 

hours in Basin 3b (Figs 8c and 9b). By the end of the experiment, in both basins 3a and 3b, upslope 

migrated contractional structures interfere with early extensional structures, resulting in a 

deformed translational domain (Fig. 9a and b). 

4. Discussion  

We used basin-scale sandbox analogue modelling to study the first order controls on origination, 15 

development and destruction of the translational domain in salt-bearing passive margin basins 

where the thin-skinned salt tectonics dominates the structural and stratigraphic evolution. Based 

on the analysis of temporal and spatial evolution of kinematic domains and individual structures, 

we identify the translational domain as a transient feature destructed by two potential mechanisms: 

i) migration of extensional and contractional domains into a previous undeformed translational 20 

domain; ii) differential loading by sedimentation into minibasins that triggers salt-related 

structures, such as diapirs, from the beginning of basin evolution therefore prevents the formation 

of a tectonically stable translational domain.  

4.1 Control of pre-kinematic layer thickness and sedimentation rate on formation of a 

translational domain 25 

Our modelling results are in good agreement with previous works where a translational domain is 

evident when a relatively thick and continuous homogeneous pre-kinematic layer exists. 

Translational domains have been observed with a pre-kinematic layer of even thickness in the 

order of 3–10 mm (300 to 1000 meters in nature) (Adam et al., 2012a; Adam and Krezsek, 2012; 

Fort et al., 2004). Similar observations are derived from this study where about 50% of the basin 30 

length is occupied by the translational domains within basins 1a and 1b (Fig. 5). As noted by Brun 
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and Fort (2012), the cover layer needs to be thick and strong enough to transfer the strain without 

deforming internally. In many analogue models, the total thickness of pre- and syn-kinematic 

layers is usually on the order of a few centimetres (e.g. Adam et al., 2012a; Fort et al., 2004), which 

equals to a few kilometres in nature using a similar geometric scaling factor from this study (1 cm 

in model is 1 km in nature). According to our study, a 1 mm thick pre-kinematic layer and 2-3 mm 5 

sediment from syn-kinematic sedimentation (few hundreds of meters if scaled to nature) seems 

strong enough to form a stable translational domain from beginning to end, such as in Basin 1a 

(Fig. 5a).   

4.2 Translational domain destruction by deformation migration 

Our study shows that a very thin supra-salt cover, combining a thin pre-kinematic layer with a very 10 

low sedimentation rate, allows the downslope migration of extensional domains and upslope 

migration of contractional domains, which ultimately leads to the destruction of the translational 

domain (Fig. 10a). Specifically, when the pre-kinematic layer is only 0.5 mm in the models (50 m 

in nature) and sedimentation is 1 mm/day (about 17 m per Ma in nature), the translational domain 

can be destructed by the migration of extension and contraction towards the basin centre (Fig. 9a 15 

and b). However, the simulated sedimentation rate of about 17 m/Ma in nature is extremely low 

comparing to salt basins where the typical sedimentation rate is in the order of 100 m/ Ma (Adam 

et al., 2012a; Adam and Krezsek, 2012). In general, such low sedimentation rates are more 

compatible with typical  hemiplegic sedimentation rates of 2–20 m/Ma (Stow et al., 2001). This 

implies that our models including a very thin pre-kinematic layer and a very low sedimentation 20 

rate may be not archetypical passive margin salt basins where the terrigenous input is generally 

significant (e.g. Fig. 1b and c). Therefore, the first proposed mechanism for translational domain 

destruction by deformation migration might be active only in special geological settings where 

sediment supply is limited. 

4.3 Translational domain destruction by differential loading 25 

A more plausible mechanism for translational domain destruction suggested by our experiments is 

differential loading in the mid-slope along with the occurrence of minibasins and diapirs (Fig. 10b). 

In experiment 2, the basin-wide differential loading was applied in Basin 2a (Fig. 7a), which 

resulted in the formation of minibasins and diapirs. Even though the differential loading only 

dominated the basin for a short early period (roughly 1.5 hours in the model or 0.375 Ma in the 30 

nature), the translational domain was completely deformed. Although the pattern of differential 

loading is idealized in the experiments, similar sedimentation patterns might persist in nature as 
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natural sedimentary systems deliver variable sediment supply through alternating fairways 

resulting in different sediment thicknesses across the basin. For example, restorations of the 

earliest stratigraphic units in passive margin salt basins have always been patchy with various 

thicknesses in different locations (Adam et al., 2012b; Hudec and Jackson, 2004; Marton et al., 

2000). Moreover, numerical simulation has demonstrated that such patchy pattern of minibasins 5 

intervened by salt diapirs can be simply formed by differential loading alone (Peel, 2014). 

Since the scenario of early differential loading is more realistic than a thick and uniform supra-salt 

cover, the strain transfer from upslope extension to downslope contraction may not be through a 

simple translational domain as current models suggest (Figs 1a, 10c and d). The thick and strong 

minibasins and intervened weak diapirs form heterogeneity within sediment cover and complicate 10 

the pattern of strain transfer. For example, the minibasins in the Basin 2a were translated 

individually and the diapirs between accommodated the deformation in the early stage (Figs 7c 

and 10d). In this way, the deformation partially transfers from the upslope extension to the 

downslope contraction but is partially accommodated by minibasin translation and diapir 

squeezing in the mid-slope (Fig. 10d). A translational domain therefore is not necessary to be 15 

present during the whole evolution of the passive margin salt basins. 

4.4 Alternative mechanisms for translation domain destruction 

Other mechanisms may also be responsible for the destruction or nonexistence of a well-defined 

translational domain. One potential mechanism is sub-salt step or relief associated with early 

tectonic activity in passive margin salt basins (Jackson and Hudec, 2005; Pichel et al., 2018). 20 

Analogue models with sub-salt steps/relief have demonstrated that these basement structures can 

cause strain localization within the supra-salt cover strata therefore complicating the structural 

style and deforming the translational domain (Dooley et al., 2017; Dooley et al., 2018; Gaullier et 

al., 1993). 

Moreover, progradational sedimentary wedges can also prevent the translational domain from 25 

forming. As the sedimentary wedges progressively move basinwards, early formed contractional 

structures are superimposed by late extensional structures, completely destroying the translational 

domain (Brun and Fort, 2011; McClay et al., 1998; Vendeville, 2005). Although the sedimentary 

wedge is also one type of differential loading, the absence of tilting makes the system very different 

from the ones presented in this study. Future research therefore is needed to fully understand the 30 

influences of sub-salt structures and progradational wedges on the development and destruction of 

translational domains. 
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5. Conclusions 

Sandbox analogue modelling analyzed by 4D digital image correlation (DIC) allowed a thorough 

and precise analysis of kinematic domain partitioning, as well as structural evolution of a passive 

margin salt basin under different pre- and syn-kinematic sedimentation patterns.  

Experiments with uniform pre-kinematic cover thickness show a typical domain partition of 5 

upslope extension compensated by downslope contraction with an intermediate translational 

domain.  

Under such circumstances, even very thin (1 mm) pre-kinematic cover was sufficient to generate 

the translational domain. For a thick cover, the translational domain persisted until the end of the 

experiment. 10 

We identified two scenarios in which the translational domain can be considered a transient feature 

destructed during the course of an experiment. First, when the initial cover layer is thin and 

sedimentation rate is low, upslope migration of the contractional domain completely overprints the 

translational domain. Second, when differential sediment loading is applied, formation of 

minibasins intervened by diapirs in the mid-slope destructs the translational domain.  15 

A comparison between models and natural cases suggests that an undeformed translational domain 

seen in analogue models rarely occurs in nature. This seems to be related to the general 

implementation of a thick, mechanically stable (or rigid undeformable) cover layer in analogue 

models neglecting the subtle initial thickness variations likely present in natural sedimentary 

systems. Low sedimentation rate required for the destruction of the translational domain through 20 

migration of extensional and contractional domains as suggested by our study is also rare in natural 

passive margins. Instead, initial thickness variations within the cover creating differential 

loadingand furthermore causing translational domain destruction through the formation of mid-

slope minibasins and diapirs seems to be a more viable mechanism in nature. 
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Figure 1. (a) Simplified cross section illustrating the kinematic domains and structural styles in a 

typical passive margin salt basin (modified after Rowan et al., 2004; Brun and Fort, 2011). (b) 

Regional interpreted seismic profile crossing the Lower Congo Basin (modified after Marton et 

al., 2000). Note the minibasins and diapirs in the mid-slope. (b) Regional interpreted seismic 5 

profile crossing the Central Santos Basin (modified after Modica and Brush, 2004). Note the 

large minibasin and diapirs in the mid-slope area. 
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Figure. 2. Experimental setup and sketch of the apparatus. (a) Experimental setup of the two 

identical silicone basins. The double wedge shape of the silicone basin is 2 cm at its thickest. (a) 

2D sketch of the experimental setup. The cameras are attached to the tilting basal plate pushed by 

the motor beneath. 5 
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Figure. 3. Depositional scenarios for all six silicone basins of the three experiments. The blue 

layers are pre-kinematic layer and brown layers are syn-kinematic. Note the minibasin shape 

associates with differential loading in basins 2a and 3a. The syn-sedimentation thickness is in 

average as they are actually in wedge shape. 5 
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Figure 4. (a) Map view of finite horizontal displacement (Vx, Vz) and strain pattern (εxx) derived 

from 3D DIC strain data of experiment 1 from the (a) early (25–36 hours), (b) mid (61–72 hours) 

and (c) late stages (109–120 hours). The horizontal displacement (Vx) displays downslope 

displacement of the sedimentary cover (left to right in map view). The vertical displacement (Vz) 5 

displays total subsidence and uplift. Since the monitor system is attached to the apparatus, 

subsidence indicates net outflow of silicone and uplift indicates net inflow of silicone. The 

horizontal strain (εxx) shows location and strain magnitude of the extensional (red) and 

contractional (purple) structures. The large white space represents the translational domain 

between the extensional and contractional structures. 10 
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Figure 5. (a) Structural styles and kinematic domain partition in central section of Basin 1a. The 

strain plot of 1hour interval along the central section beneath shows the initiation of extensional 

and contractional structures and how they evolved through time. Note the undeformed translational 

domain. (b) Structural styles and kinematic domain partition in central section of Basin 1b. The 1 5 

hour strain plot through time shows the evolution of extensional and contractional structures in the 

central section. Note the contraction Tb1 occurred in the mid stage during the experiment. 
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Figure 6. (a) Map view of finite horizontal displacement (Vx, Vz) and strain pattern (εxx) derived 

from 3D DIC strain data of the experiment 2 from the (a) early (25–36 hours), (b) mid (61–72 

hours) and (c) late stages (109–120 hours). The horizontal displacement (Vx) displays downslope 

displacement of the sedimentary cover (left to right in map view). The vertical displacement (Vz) 5 

displays total subsidence and uplift. subsidence indicates net outflow of silicone and uplift 

indicates net inflow of silicone. Note the strings of subsidence of the Basin 2a in the early stage. 

The horizontal strain (εxx) shows the location and strain magnitude of the extensional (red) and 

contractional structures (purple). Note the basin-wide extension and contraction of the Basin 2b at 

late stage. 10 
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Figure 7. (a) Structural styles and kinematic domain partition in central location of the Basin 2a. 

The strain plot of 1 hour interval along the central section beneath shows the initiation of 

extensional and contractional structures and how they evolved through time. Note the basin-wide 

extension and contraction in the first 6 hours of the experiment when differential loading was 5 

intentionally imposed onto the top of the silicone layer. The dash line box indicates the interval 

enlarged in Fig. 7c. (b) Structural styles and kinematic domain partition in central section of the 

Basin 2b. The strain plot (1 hour interval) through 5 days shows the evolution of extensional and 

contractional structures along central section. During the later stage the contractional domain 

migrated upward resulting in small wave length folding in the former translational domain. Some 10 

extensional diapirs get squeezed in the late stage. 
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Figure 7 continue. (c) One hour interval strain profile of the first 24 hours along mid cross section 

of Basin 2a. The minibasins changed from areas of extension to zones that are relatively stable . 

MB means minibasin and ST means strain transfer. See Fig. 7a for the whole time interval of the 

first 24 hours. 5 
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Figure 8. (a) Map view of finite horizontal displacement (Vx, Vz) and strain pattern (εxx) derived 

from 3D DIC strain data of the experiment 3 from the (a) early (25–36 hours), (b) mid (61–72 

hours) and (c) late stages (109–120 hours). The horizontal displacement (Vx) displays downslope 

displacement of the sedimentary cover (left to right in map view). Note the deceasing of the red 5 

block from early to late in both basins indicating shrinking of the translational domain. The vertical 

displacement (Vz) displays total subsidence and uplift. The horizontal strain (εxx) shows the 

location and strain magnitude of the extensional (red) and contractional (purple) structures. Note 

the expansion of extension and contraction from early to late in both basins 3a and 3b. 

  10 
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Figure 9 (a) Structural styles and kinematic domain partition in central section of Basin 3a. The 

strain plot of 1 hour interval along the central section shows the initiation of extensional and 

contractional structures and how they evolved through time. (b) Structural styles and kinematic 

domain partition in central section of Basin 3b. The strain plot of 1 hour interval through 5 days 5 

along the central section shows the evolution of extensional and contractional structures. Note the 

downslope migration of extensional domain and upslope migration of the contractional domain in 

both basins 3a and 3b. 
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Figure 10. Mechanisms of deforming translational domain and models illustrating strain transfer 

with translational domain and minibasin with diapirs. (a) Low sedimentation rate and thin supra-

salt cover allows upslope migration of contraction resulting in deformation of the translational 

domain. (b) Sedimentary differential loading lead to the development of minibasins and diapirs 5 

in the mid-slope preventing the establishment of a stable, undeformed translational domain. (c) 

The translational domain in the mid-slope allows strain transfer (ST) without internal 

deformation. (d) The minibasins and diapirs in the mid-slope allow strain transfer (ST) through a 

combination of movement of minibasin and stretching or squeezing of diapirs in between. 
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Appendix  

 

Table A1. Material properties and Scaling of the experiments in this study. Note geometric 

scaling of 1cm in model is 1 km in nature and time scaling of 1 hour in model is 0.268 Ma in 5 

nature. 
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Table A2. Sedimentation rates, pre- and syn-kinematic depositional scenarios for all six silicone 

basins of the three experiments m – model, p - prototype. 
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